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ABSTRACT
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,to make sure regulations pr.mandateS are being carried out, The

. research project ask two,questions:. Do individuaIs.who play
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and, Can the two tolisIsUcclkofully be combined? Data were' collected
from intermediate units in Pennsylvania and educational improvement
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site visits incorpOtating questionnaires and interviews. Findings
indicate that thosecharged with enforcehent responsibility would
also like to provide asskstance. There are iTportant4Amitations,
however!' to the-kinds of assistance they cans provide. They gan link
disfrictsto sources of training and specialized assistance but they
cannot provide these servitel themselves because 4t time'
constrictkOns,andbecause local educators seem;unwilling to utilize
assistance, frpm indiyiduals who .also have monitoring
responsibilities. (Author/JM)
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An.
ABSTRACT

4 VI

State and Federal agencies use both enforcement and assistance/knowl

edge trans as strategies to promote' local. reform. 'While research. has

been conducted on each strategy; there has been little effort to examine
_ -

-

hdw. they can be. combined-: This paper reports on data from a study whiCh

investigates both assistance. Artd. enforcement strategies adopted by three

-t
types 9f Regional Educational Service Agencies created to promote. knowledge

use in school. The results indicte that enforcers want to work more in

the helping mode and that the .two responsibalities are difficult to coM-

'bine. Implications of these findings are offered for both the research and
V

Policy communities. ,
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ASSISTANCE AM) ENFORCEMENT AS STRATEGIES

FOR KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER AND PROGRAM REFORM
1

A major task for state and federal agencies responsible for program

implementation' is to shape the b-ehavior and objectives of agenchs at lower

levels (Bardac , 1977; ElmOre, 1978; Pressman and Wildaysky, 1973). Even

I
where program implementation is not an issue, government agencies may

have to work tlirotigh other units to accbmplish their purposes. Thus,' the

National Institutes of Health. and the National Institute ofi Education are

responsible for seeing that research on specific topics is conducted by
.

universities and private organizations and then for promoting the use of
a

that research in a variety of hospitals, mental hospitals, and schools.
.

To obtain the coop eratgai of other- organizations,. the initiating ',/gfncy
-

may rely on any of a number of strategies intludir the generation and..
ii

e ,
enforge ment of mandates. (Elmore 1980; lannaconne, .1981) and the

a

dissemination of knowledge through the use of human "linking agents"
.4 )

(Hood and Cates, 1978) and through networks.° or intgrorganizational

. arrangements (1fub-erman et al., 1981). There is igrowing disenchantment

with the use o f enfbrhement that is'appaieni, not only in the policies-of
.

. , a. t

the Reagan administration, but also in the writings, of policy analysts,
,,, .- : . ..

(Bardach, 1977; Berma`n, 1981; EN.noxe, 19P0)." Yet, these Isame analysis
A,..

recognize that there are situations when enforcement may .°b..e a
IV
s,t-rik,

,
:

.
. 4c.

towards program reform if it is combined with some sort of 'assistance.
.

Mean/while, there is p growing body of literature ° tthich ,,has been

summarized by Louis (1981) which suggests 'that, at least in the field 'of
s t

education, assistance; strategies. using human helpers, are, effectivefor
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stimulating change at the local level and encouraging the use of knowledge /

to improve practice. . Even here there are reservations, however, because

of the',fear t4at districts most in need of reform will not take advantage of

available assistance (McLaughlin, 1981). It seems likely that

,combination of. enforcement and assistance might be most effective to *

improve practice and get knowledge. into use. As Henry Brigkell (.1980; p.

202) suggests, "The classic one -two Tench, in educational change is a,

stinging mandate followed by a "'powerful technical assist." However,,

research on these two reform strategies has proceeded on separate lines so

_thez\re is very little guidance as to how to combine enforcement and assis-

tance in the most effective ,manner. P

This paper uses data from a study of Regional' Educational Service

Agencies (RESAs) to explore- some of the IA S U.P.S. related to combining

enforcJemen
It

. in education

between the.

They serve

and assistance to promote program reform and knowledge use
1 ,

. In, 39' different states, RESAs. ,form a later of agencies
a .

i
state and local levels education (Yin ,and Gwaltney, a981 ) .

. "

a variety of functions trcluding providing training- and

services. to school districts and, in, some states,technical assistance

en-e".ic.ing state and
.

federal statues. We will focus on thee field staff

employed by the RESA to work with school systems to learn more

asibility of

position.

In the
.

legislative
."

combining

about the

enforcement and 'assistance activities in the same

Enforcement and Assistance

ast decode, there hap been a major increase

and regulatory mandates to promote reform in education..
410.

0

)in the use of

2

I
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Federal mandates refer 'primarily to-equality of opportunity--especially
.1-

schodl desegregation, the treatment of the andicapped,. se)odiscrimina:

tin, and hitlng opporturaties.. More recently, there has been a major

growth in mandatesat the 'state level as well '(Wise, 19 79). State

,government6 have required various forms of PPES (program planning and

4

budgeting systems), cutiieh/um planning procedures, 'mum. competency

testihg, and high school graduation requirements as well as older.

regulations governing staff certification and the allocation of time to
.

.

different curriculum areas. The growth of regulation'has slowed in the

new climate created by the Rea'gan administration, 'but it 'is too soon to
h.

know whether this period,is one of reversal'or--as Kirst and Jung (1980)

retrenchment.

; Whatever the future of enforcement effisrts as refdrm strategies,

there has.. been considerable discontent witly thsir results. to dated Tn

'fact they have 'often 'misfired in one' of two ways. 1 "First, in many
. 'a,

situations,. the re has been substantial noncompliance with many of these
i

4

mandates (Boyd, 197,8)1,- For instanqe,
,

major provisionilf Title.I of th'et

N
. ...

/

.

Elementary and Secondary allcatton Act were simply not followed for th
,-- 1

. I first five Year ter it' was passed --(Murphy, 1971) although the situalr
-

0 . ; 4 - .-

jion)has since'improved (eirtt and Jung, l'980).,. A second problem, has to
. -

. do with the displacement- of both district compliarice and state and-
1 e .,., 4'
federal monitoring efforts. The eMphsis shifts from following the

..

. . N
-

spirit tairdollowing:the letter of the law. Thus, there is more concern
.41 W..-- .

I V.1
. .

with seeing 'chat rules and regulations such' as allOcation fOrpulee ar
.-

.

4
r f011qwed than

A

for making sure that alldreil are befter,.oserved (Elmore,

e

'at- 6.

t .
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There are undoubtedly a number of reasons for then disappointin

efforts to Promote reform through regulation. One that'4s espetially

relevant to those interested fn knowledge use stems film' a failure to

distinguish betWeen the absence of the will to comply and .limited
.

. capacity. According to Berman (1981), the theories that policy makers

I-

and implementers *se explain the ineffectiveness of enforcebent efforts
...

-4.

by refertnceo resistance at the, local. level. However, even When t1-e
' A .

will is present, compliance with many' mandates requires tsubstanEial
r

"chinies in'botti the organization for service delivery within educational

A .

agencies and.in the skids required.for. instruction. These require that

local educators develop skills and knoWledge not currently availably to

them.

In fact two kinds of knowledge are needed as can be seen _from

. )111111.1

McLaughlin's (1978) analysis of implementation failures related to Title '
r

I. The firselis legal knowledge, an understanding of rhat regUlations
--

really require. In ihe late 60s and early 70s,.Title 1,regulationswere

0

,leing, complicated, and not summarized 'in.a succinc.t,understandab,le form.
.

As a result, local educatcv were unsure of what oes required of them

. when they did try to comply.
- ,

-4
.

. The second
,

kind of knowledge relates to. program concerns. When

. Title I waspassed, it was assumed that the compensatory. programs for
-__

,
tA

raising the skills of poor and underachieving students were readily-'
4.

t,pvailable. In fact, they were not: Even when they became available,

,local educators did nottalways know about them until more .effective

di'.ssergination systems became available*to spread.suell.knowledge.

4.

f

7
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These studies suggest that compliance within the spirit of re6rm

.
;

. ,
. )

legisl4Ion -can be facilitated by increasing the'access of local profes-

sionals,to Pie egal and, program knowledge needed to operate successful ..

:programa withi the law. Thus, an important question is how can such
iii

access be improved?

/1.

/n the last decade,' a body' of eVidence has `developed which shows

that dissemination systems that put human helpers in contact with .school

systems are dffective-in putting knowledge to use. This evidence

comes priMarilk from evaluations of four federal programs that use

lielpers as an important part of their dissemination and implementation

efforts: 'The Pilot State'. Dissemination Project of the late 60s, (Louis/

aneSieber, 1979), The National Diffusion Network (Emrick, Peterson, and

Agarwala-Rolers, 1977), The State Capacity Building 'Grants 'Program

GRoyster et al., t4,080, aue the Research' and
. . ,

ASe .
Program (Louis, Rosenblum and Molitor, 1981).

,..
.

.

Development Utilization

To show the. importance of hands-on assistance; these sUccessfUl
,

. _
., . .

ca'.4eSitkanbe 'contrasted to a program to develop Trekct Informatiom
.

, t4. 'c

-. Packages (PIPs)--sets ofmeterial6 designed ko provide local,educators
.

4.

.

the infOriliation needed to install an0 opbrate'effacti/e pppoacheswith

fo'r compensatory education. These 11.1Pa were not to be used. with external

human assistance' However, We evaluation of the prOgram's pilot-efforts

indicated that the

.lead to complex

Norwood, 1977).

deVelopment wbrk-

useeof PIPs "without human assistance 'was unlikely to

organizational and behavioral'' changes ,(Stearns and

,

More generally, a-review. of twprity, years of curilculum,

indicates thai effprts to put, thos e curricula into.

4 8 .

p
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practice without extensive networks of human helpers anddisseminatori-

has been relatively. unsuccessfu% (Welch, 1979).

Although.most'ofithe relevant.reAarch lia's come from examlnations of

. -

federal pro*tts, there is some confirmatory data from fe'search on RESAs.

Case studies of three such agencies as networks for knowledge utilization

explain their success by pointing to the. informal interpersonal networks

that are created between RESA Aaff and the educators served by those

a gencies (Yin and Gwaltney,-r981).

It has been fairly well established that human helpers can promote
N 4

the use of knowledge to improve educational practice. However, there, is

.an important cayeat to generalizing froth these studiesto situations
, .

, . 4
. . t

where such assistance might be used in conjunction_ with enforcemqpt

efforts: Human assistance strategies rely heavily, on the voluntary

development of the relationship'etwepn-the assiter and the .ripient.

Careful ob- servational studies of a series of sehool improvement efforts
=

relying on human helpers indicates that there are serious limitations to

the influence those individuals an exert. For instance, whenever

tension.develops between helpers and school staff, it is consistently

resolved 'in favor of the schools, indicating.tHat 'helpers-can Only play

the role; local educators allow them to play. Moreover, school condi-
.

tic= are major determinants of the helpers behavior. In addition,'

sucessful outcomes of the change projectsare.more closely' associated

-with teachers', principals', and the district admInistratorsr perception

A

that a significant problem is being addressed/than with any behaviors Of

the helpers (Conett,'198); Firestone and Corbett, 1981).

11.
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Such findings suggest that combining enforcement and assistance

activities will change the dynamics of the assistance relationships in

Ways that,may underMine 'assistance work. On' the other hand, assistance

efforts that are not combined With some enforcement work have been
,

criticized as, not reaching the schools with the greatest deed. If ,

assistance is only available'on request; the most sophisticated,

prosive districts may be,the most-likely to-seek it rather than those

with,the Weakest programs (McLaughlin, 1981). Thus, while 'there seems to

:'be good reason to combine enforcement and assistance activities, there is

some question as to
3

whether these two approaches are really compatible.

Tb explore this issue; we will ask two questions:, Do individuals who

-play enforcement or assistance'roles feel-comfortable combining the two

and whatever people want, can the two roles be combined in practice?

1. Do monitors and assisters- want to combi roleb?

, -

There is very little research on the first 'question because there

have been very few studies-of the monitors responsiblefor ensuring that

6
regulations are carri0 out and because the existing studies of assisters

have not explored issues related to compliance. Examinations of Title I
. ,

monitors ,indicate that they were, initially at least, indisposed to be

aggressive in ensuring that mandates were carried out tot'. two reasons.
A

First, as professional educators they identified closely with the people

1 Yt

they were monitoring. Second, at that time, the state and federal

agencies responsible for monitoring compliance faced a sttong cation
:

of professional assotia4ions committed, to defining Title "funds' as

-
general aid.. This coalition was strong enough to deflect enforceMent

r'

0

a 44 10
7
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efforts 'and even threaten the responsible agencies ana officials. Thus,

an unwillingness, to 'take a strong monitoring stance reflected the

agencies' survival needs (Murphy, 1971). This research does not indicate

whether these monitors were willing to adopt aCiveassistance
4

.

'However, in a study of project officers in a later reform effort, Corwin

(1977) found a willingess to combine . ,enforcement and ,assistance e

.
activities. Moreover, the project off/ters he studied indicated a strong

preference for the latter activity. Althodgh these studies are only

suggestive, they indicate considerable dislike for the monitoring or

enforcement role and at'least in some circumstances, a preference for

assistance.

2. Can enforcement and assistance be combined in one position?

While the the combination of assistance and enforcement in the same
$

reform, efforts would seem to benefit both, at least two4difficulties can

he anticipated to. combining both sets of duties in the same role. The

first,is the problemof role overload. The effort to. have one person
.

A
carry out two complex functions could create a situation where neither is

done, well. Thyr project *officers studied by Corwin '(1977) combined

enforcement and assistance activities. However, they on.lir handled -from

S A

two to seven,, projects, each of whichwas an award to one small school

Thi.s.is an unusually low number of projects. By contrast the

early Title I monitorinlY, offices examined by Murphy (1971 were so'

severely understaffedthat they could not seriously consider tie

bility of offering substantial assistance,

4
I

r8
,

t
1

,

possi
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The second 'problem is one of trust. "Pox helpers to be effective,

the client must be able to share a great dhal, of informatioe about the,
.

internal,problems
k
of a school. For instance, many. of the assistance

-

programs begin with sorge sore 'of needs assessment :activity' (Louis, -.

Rosenblum and Molitor, /961; t:ouis and Sieber, 1979)-' If the client is
0 .

0 .

unable td sherepotentially embarassing o
V --

r
.

damaging dnformatio1%.n, later'
. - V.

assistanceefforts could be significantly misdirected.' Such might be the

case' if the helper is also.a monitor.charged with enforcing legal man-

dates.

To address'these issues, we examiA the Work of field staff in-three

es.

,

sets of RF.SAs in Pennsylvania and NeW.Jersey4 The 'sample of Agencies

chosen is useful for two reasons. First, they have very different, formal

missions with regard to assistance and enforcement activities. Second,
9

by:_fo.cusing on these agencies, it is 'poseible to cut across several

'programs anoi mandates. Refore,addressing these questions, the following
.

l.../-`
4

,

'sections Introdtke.-the...agencies and describe out,researchnethods.
.

S 4 ..,- -

;.,

The Agencies .1 .

.,'

In 1979, we began a.prograf,f research to explore how'RESAs contr --

.
'...i

..,

-../.

bute to knowledge. use. The s u y examines Pennsylvania's Intermediate

- 'Units (IUs) apd. the Educational 'Improvement Centers (F.ICs) and County
l

Offices of New Jersey.
2 Pennsylvania's 29 Ills formed in 1970 when

1

the state's, county. offices reorganized after a massive program of

.

district consolidation. They have a broad mission to, prOvelde speciA

educatidn, curriculum'developthent, educational Nanning and a!varlety of.

If

other seriices. In addition they ray offer any other servisceragre4 to
t_ _ _

1

192
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by a majority of school 'boards in the regions served (Dario, 1976). Over

e j
80% of TU budgets in the '70s were for the operation of special

o

education programs; special education funds, go to TUs rather than to
-.,.,

.

school district's in Pennsylvania. The average 1t1 has,241 staff,' and the

,im*

largest portion .of these people are 'special education teacher41 and

stpeKvisors. In the

.

,

enforcement responsibility since they

special ,educatcon'area, these agencies have some

must ensure that their own staffs

and.school district educators follow state and federal special education

mandates, including those requiring- that children be "mainstreamed",

i.e., placed in regular classrooms--wherever
possible and that an indivi-

dual educational plan (IEP) be developed for each spetial education

Student.

Tor the mostpart, however, TUs promote the ,image of a general

, .

assistance agency providing help in many areas including those outside of

special education. Most have, from one to 12 individuals who provide

. 1.1.

training and technical assistance services in a variety4; curriculum and

admlnistrative ajeas. There ,people coordinate regional inservice

programs, provide workshops for; specific districts, serve as consultants

to curriculum development efforts, and coordinate contacts between the

region and assorted state and federal educational agencies. The average

IU serves a 'region of over 16(10 square

districts.
f

New Jersey's f EICs were formed between 1967 and 1975. Their

f

16ssion is to

miles° including; 1'9 '§chool

t *

request. . . provide supportan assistance 6) local.

school districtd and-to members of teaching

through the delivery of materials, techniques and expertise necessary to

administrative staff

/

,I3
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improve school programs an

IaWs of 1978). Thus their mission is narrowet than that of the Isis' and

services" (State of New .Jersey, Chapter 58,

,

focuses specifically qn ippvision of knowledge through training and

technical asgistance.,IThey do.not provide services to.students.

staffs fluctuate considerably in side because these agencies rely heavily

on special program funds won from state and federal agencier4In 1980,

the average EIC had '1;rOximately 60 staff, half of them served helping

roles by offering w ops in a variety of content areas °to, school

districts, providing

4

lting services in those same areas, and operat-

ing a small resourc, clnter/library.(

tracts spread over 1960square miles.

/

/ While the EICs an 'Ills have'their

The average EIC serves 148 dis-

own boards of directors, New Jer-

:sey's 21 County,Offices operate as branch offices of the State Department

of kducation, and their responsibility is primarily regulatory. In 1975,

New Jersey passed its Thorough and Efficient Education law (T&E) which

requiredamong other things, that school districts follow a state mandat-

ed planning protess,and that schools achieve above minimum criterion

levels of a state-designed basic skills test. Should districts not meet

these requitements, the state can legally take over operation of the

district (New Jersey Starpe Aoard of Education, 1980). This state educa-

tion legislation is among the most regulatory in the nation (Wise, 1979) ;'
a

and since its 4,assage, the legislature has passed additional laws and

mandelory'highschool gradution competency requirements as well.

From 1975 through 1980 County Offices were responsible for monitor-

ing school districts to ensurethat they complied with state require-

ments. Since 1980 although the monitoring responsibilities have not been

14

4
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relaxed, the New Jersey Department of .Education has encouraged he County

Offices to take on more assistance roles as well. The average County----,--

Officp has.seven professionals, six of whom work in -the field by visiting

schools to monitorAompliance, responding to requests for information,

and'overseeing local'career education, vocational education, and' 6pecial

'

education programd.

4
Data.Collection

.

In the fall of 1980, ,s:itesvisits were made'to 23 agencies: fl

. .

two EICs, and 1Q County Offices. These agencies were selected afer

consultation with state- department staff and agency directors to ensure

variation. in size,--populationdensity, distribution throughout each
, . .

state, and reputation for, helping educators keep abreast of knowledge

,relevant to their work.3 ---it was assumed' that he best inf6iMation on .

the nature of the assistance and enforcement roles played intrach' agency

would cone from the field staff. Therefore, in each agency data were

collected from three to 12 field staff. Thesp individuals *ere selected

by the agency director after discussions with the research staff to

clarify that we were looking for individuals doing assistance or

4'.enforcemeni work. Peopke, providing direct. instructional services
.A

41pt marily in the Ills) or supervising such work were eliminated.' In the
. 4..
17 jMallest agenc we,cdllectea data from all agents available, and in

the'iest more than half were included. Each field agent was interviewed

fot approximately one
44
.t,hour and asked to complete a 'questionnaire.

Complete data were obta ned from 138 individuals.

w.

I
12,

15
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Mission and 'Action

Before addressing the questions about assistance and enforcement

raised above, .it is important to determine which agendies played which

T .
.

.
.

.

'role: A review of the missions of the three types of agencies in the

study suggests that County Offices are enforcing.agencies while EICs and

IUs-are more assistance ox.iented. However, McLaughlin (1981).notes thVt

a

some state ,agencies chargecLWith enforcement responsibilities actuallyll -
phase providing assistance. Hence,. it is important, to know what role

lind vidqal field. staff actually play. The surkrey. administered to all
1,

field taff 0=-138Y included one question asking to what extent each

individua played II different roles. A factor analysis of these res-

ponses identifies three different types of'*'activity played by' agency

. -. .
I

field staff.
4 Theilefinitions and items whicimake'up these three roles.

--------
are as follows:

Expert /Trainer

44

Definition: A specialist in a specifiC area who makes

knowledge available to schools through

workshops, inservice, and/or more intensive

consultations.

Rests: 1) Expert on a curriculum area do,c

2) Workshop'presenter

Liaison'

S.

Definition: A go-between; who does not provide knowledge

directly, bilt who helps schools diagnose

problems, find resources and/or match appro-

priate clients with resources. .0

Items: I) RegOurce finder

2), Needs assessor /planner

3) Coordinator
(

..

13
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I
. A 1 i

Monte itor
I .

..

6 i . C .

Definition: Soteone who Collects information from schools
to det'ermine their compliance with law and

.code.

I

Item: _Monitoi' who identtheg diScrepancies between

regulations and practices.

Basicallmonitoring is an enforcement activity while training and
' .

liaison are forms of 'assistance. The difference between the latter two
4 I

activities is partly in the kind df assistance. Trainers are more likely'
4;

to work through issues with local educators and to proVide.,training and

assistance-to solve p roblems while liaison people ident fy needs and find

,

resources, including trainers.
CCC

.

Individual field agent scores were computed for each of the three
<,

roles.
5

These dividual scores were then aggregated to Obtain a mean .

agency score for each activity.
6

N.

Figure 1 presents a bivariatescattergram distribution of the agency

, -
Figure 1 about here

. 00

6

scores for the two activities of training and monitoring. As would be

expected from a review of agency missions, there are two distinct clusters;

What distinguishes the two groups is the extent to which they do,monitor
,

ing. One cluster, including. all the County Offices and two small IUs,

Monitors a great deal while the other does very little. The latter group
V

iri Ludes both ETCs and most of till IUs. The training pattern is not quite

as stinct, bdt for the most part, the nonmonitoring agencie's do more

; 14
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training )than the monitoring agencies. Thus, our data suggest that it

I 4
,,

makes_sense to speak of sets of enforcement and assistance agendies. 0-
,

a
.

P
.

,

i

.

.

iej
o

.

..5,.

Enforcers Seek Out Assistance Roles

To ex, mine how enforcement can be accomplished in education,',A is

ir

. .

instruct' to look at the New Jersey County Offices. They represent one

of the laigt systems for enfOrce.ment ptrposes in the couirr. In 1975,

before the T&E law passed, the 21 County Offices were staffed by 56 profes-

sionals. Most of these were in rural counties; especially in the southern

;.part of the state-. By 1978, the professional staff had grown to 155, all

with some formal responsiiiility to monitor compliance with state and

federal legislation. In comparison with other programs, this is a favor-

able ratio for mottitoringepurposes. With 573 operating school districts
4 .

the state:fhee are approxiffiately furdttrtct per btaff member:-

However, the'County Offices have a broad mandate to monitor compliande with

state mandated Rlanning procedures, tenured teacher evaluation regulations,

building codes., and budgeting procedures as well as federal laws. They

also are expected to vis S-11 2411 schools in the state annually. As a

result, their monitoring bu den is sUbstantial.

ews with the fie 'd staff of the County Offices indicate that

they are often uncomfortable with the enforcement aspect of their work.

Some seek[to deny that it exists:

4.

The primary thought in our work is not to act as a monitoring

agent.

1430
7

,

18
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I don't do checklist monitoring. I feel more like at TA

person. I help districts identify needs.

1531

Tn many cases they seek to define their work as an assistance

activity:
L

In the internal kind of work we do here,\ we try to provide

service kinds of activities to local districts' in terms of

helping them meet all of the state and federal requirementg for
all the kinds of school programs that they offer.

1730.

*
A lot of my time (one -half, to two-thirds) is spent on the phone

answering field quWigns. The rest of my time is spent doing

policy clarification and giving solutions to problems in

meeting state guidelines and mandates for special education.

1530

Some even seek to identify thethselves with the districts they monitor:

I am viewed as an adjunct memben of the management team of the

/, LEA. Tn some cases T. give workshops, but I usually serve like

an administrative role in the district.

2037

There are two reasons for enforcement staff to deny or downplay that

aspect of their .work. First,, they are draWn from' the population they

monitor. The bulk of their Previous work experience (83%) is in education,

either, as teachers or administrators. Moreover, these people. are-.-dra'wn

fromthe very geographic areas they now monitor. This is apparent in both

their education and their experience. For instance, just over two-thirds

of the field stpff who score high on monitoring8..report that they received

their highest degree within commuting digtance of the region they now

serve. Less than half of the rest of the sample received'their degrees so

close to home. We also, constructed a localism-cdsmopolitanisth scale by

19

a
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expreVing the field agents' professional work experience as a ratio of the
e

difference between experience outside the state and inside the state to the

total years of experience. 'Thus, large negative .scores indicate that the.,
,, . ' "1k ,

largest proportion'df a person'S previous experience is,from the area where

he or she now works.. The average score for the_indiuidualst whordo monitor-

'ing is -.69 while that forthe rest of the sample Is.

Second, the New Jersey Department of Education lacks the political

muscle to monitor agressively even if fielN staff want to Field staff are
Ia,

dsaware of their limitations. As one of them explains, 'You can't hold it '-

over their heads. You can't eay 'its the law" (1632),4, In fact efforts to

carrysout monitoring requirements have been costly to the Department of

Education and its County Offices. In the summer -of 1978, the New Jersey

Department of Education's budget ilne for County Offices was cut by one
g

million dollars, a loss of approxiMately 45 poq.itions. These posi ons

were only restored .after extensive- lobbying by the Department, 'More
..

recently, in the fall of 1981, both candidates fox governor of New Jersey

stated that the Department's ,System for monitoring local districts was

wasteful and expensive, and both pledged to change the system ieelected
1

(Camden Courier-Post, 'October 20, 981). Planners within the Department

began seeking ways to recast the .County Office function almost a year

before tt election.

Enforcers Do Not Do'Training

Given the 'interest of, people with enforcement responsibility in
P

redefining their Toles, at options are, available? Is it possible to

combine assistance and e_ orcement in a single position? Examination of

20' '
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the data on field staff activities suggests that monitoring is compatible

with liaison apsistance, but note with training.

The first stetP.,Js'to look at the survey data on roles ,prayed to see

.what combinations were apparent.9 \The distribution of eld'.agents is

P.reAented in Table 1.

Table 1 about.here
--21

The data in Table 1 suggest.that combiningtwo kinds of. activitie

A

not unusual (44 individuals score high on two dimensions and 49 on

but that doing all- three is quite rare. More to the point, combining

monitoring and training is unusual. Only ,seven people report dOing

However, combining monitoring and liaison is not so difticul.
.111.

.4

To- better understand the differences between people who -engage in

different roles, we 'investigated. the context In which the field agerits must

operate. We identifies] seven broad questions which might yield .differen

tiation between roles. They included:

I

What are the content areas in which they work?,

. ,

How do field ag nts distribute their time across 'activities?'
. .

How intensive their work with schools?

Mhodo field agents work with?

To what extent are activities initiafed by field agents?-

0 .

; 'Where do field agents' turn for 'the knowledge they need
to do their work?

.
tio;"

t
What strategies do they employ in working with schools?'



.

, I , ..
. .

.
,

. ' ,' i ° ''\ ' ,;'- 3%

These questions generated 3 measurableidimensions taken from the inier-
- . 6

*:. . . 4
views and surveys. A comparison of people doing different 'activities along

.e,E 4 .

s . 4I . .. ..

l I,

thev 32 dimensions. can help us answer two questions.' Tirst,,where jo,pure
NOOW. N e a.

;..

monitors' diff6' from the 'two:scrts of assisters? 'Second, on what dimen-
,-

.
, v :I

.

sions are the combinationsmore like one pure type thananothee.
r

i, 4- ' ,, 1*., ?
substantial.

.

The differences between monitors
v s

and trainers are '

-
They

.
c . 8 '

e
.

. A
. st .

.appear on 14 differeni(dimensions as descr* d in Tahle,2
0 t
jior dimensions

...

.

: dl, .
. . t

e

Table 2 about here .

.

.

....°

..,
..

.,

where statistically significant differences exist: between' the two pure "role ' a;
' ,, .. ' -

types, wg have' plotted the scores'" on a cOrltinuut..aWd .indicated where.
..

d 0

',the mixed types fall along 'ghat continuum se) that doMPari'sona Can .be-made.
.4.

As might be expected, trainers pr ovide substantially more'service-to 7oda,1
s 0

educators andspc; more welkolmed in schoolsdisqicts.: More trainers work in

-7

areas related to curriculum, conduct workshops, and writemdterials and :

4.

proposals. Trainers also engage in more long terM\projects.requiring three,

or more contacts with a school dist#kct;'Work with teachers more, ;anciloare
4 ,

more frequently invited into school districts by the districts. 'They also

refer to sources of information more often than'do vlonitois, and use a

greater variety of strtategies tobuild'rapport With educators. Monitors

lPe more concerned 'with legal matters, and enteethe4istrict.more often in

response to tate mandat

On 9 of 14 dimensions.

The' seven monitor-traingrs'act like monitors
. '

They find a middle g round between the twd pure

. ... .
,

typeb' on the other- 5 dimensions. These lgtter data are ilklicated by the
.e (

iocationOf the symbols (4%
, -e

4
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i....s .
. . . 1;0 . m'il., .

Thedifferepces *between monitor and those who specialize in lillson

-. services are similar .although not as extensive. These differences appear

in only 7 of the 32 dimensions (Table 3). More liaison specialists prOvide.

I

4

.,assistance on administrative matters: They `also engage"in.more long-term

m..projects and are ore proactive about delivering services than are moni-
.

tors. Liaison people also-use a wider range of k'nowledge sources than do

monitors.' Liaison activities are usually no initiated by the state.

, .

Table 3 about here

, , The monitor-liaison is much more of a blelid.of the two pure-types than

is the monitor - trainer. Monitoi-liaisons score closer eb the pure monitor

on: three dimensiOns end the pure liaison on three others while i .g in

5
,

the middle on the remaining.one.

Explanations Of the incompatibility--be-tween-t-ra-ini-ng and-monitoring

0- .

turn in part upon decisions-made by the .New Jersey Department of:Educz4ipn
4

when the current enforcement system was set up. ''At that time,,dOminant

foaecs in the Depar;ment argued that its responsi400ties for assisting and

enforcing were different.

10'

The role of monitoring and approval is clearly vested in the
SEA. The aim of school improvement is vested in the LEA . .

The legislation is clear that the SEA can only intervene in the
local.1 school program if the LEA fails to ..take appreopriate
action. ,However, while the legislation does not Mandate an SEA
role in school improvement, LEAs expect assistance ill this

"4" area. But t* expect assistance .in a manner which will/not
. jeopardize their autonomy.

tot

"ti

(Ogden", n.d.; p:3)

///
.5

,In "addition, they was also apparently" some concern that
s.
if enforcers

- .

offered assistance they might be limited,by their-own advice. That is, they
, \

20
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(Imight be unwilling to disapprove districts that followed tleir recommends-
4

tions. without achieving he desired effect. The outcome of this thinking

was that for theperiod from 1975 through 1980, when our data wero'collec-
,,

ed, County Offices had the responsi61lity for monitoring and EICs or

offering training.

These' deliberations did not totally preclude County Offices from

offeringassiskande, but when they did so it,was At the initiative of an

individual field person or County Superintendent. iMoreover, .monitoring

responsibilities were not reduced. As a result, field staff found signifi-
.

0,
cant barriers to expanding their role in the direction of more assistance.

.In fact thett time for assistance declined. Field 'staff Who worked, in 114,1"It

.

County Offices before passage'of the T&E law indicated that they spent more

time providing assistance in the earlier. period. Monitorieg tasks preclu-

ded help.

eV;

. ,

y
0 :

.

.

.

Moreover, the Held Terson s relationship to the -state affects the
,Q-

° --- ,
. j .

n, .= 5 4t6C'5'
.

strategies that are used ti, develop -relationships with_local edukkitors.

\

)Monitors rely on state .initiatives to bring them inc. cc fact with locals
,

(Table 2,_ttem E). They are less likely -to stress technidai expertise or
,

use of media. (items ql-2). As a result, local_edtcators have relatively

little reason to trust the monitors. \Theresis no personal basis for.such

-

trust. The monitors have not established that theyIgVe a special knowl-

edge base to be relied ,ton, and they are known to report infractions of ,

the law to higherficials thereby creating, problems for 19pals. For this

reason, locals are less likely to request the monitors' services (item El).

40,

Thi factors that make- monitoring and training incompatible tio'not

impede the combination ofmonitoring and 1 arson tom the same extent.

21
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Liaison work is more a matter of identifying needs, and finding resources to

reduce "Ithem than actually developing solutions. In the interviews we

conducted, itnitors argued ;hat ,their work is, in effect, a needs,assess-

ment activity. Discrepancies between the current state of a4-,iirs and

(-)

mandates are peeds,voi, at least they become. so once they are reported and

the, threat of sanctions is inGoked kor over, there is less risk for the
. .

localeducator in fdllowing a sugge tion to tr3T a 'resource .than there
;

developing the give-and-take 'relationship required, to receive assistance.

Finally, liaison activities--making referrals,-passing on bits of tnforma-

tion, and so forth - -are easier to fit'in with more formally, defined moni-:
.

.
, .

,
.toring.responsibiliN, ties than,are training tasks. Fot instance, the samethan; are

i
10

4' old timers who reported they hadlmore time for assistance earlier indicated

'that under T&E-the help they cohld offer was limited primarily-to making

re fe-r-r-a-lso_at,hei_agencies_which_is a liai. on ac vit .

. .1

Implications

.

Our examination of the role of R g 1 .Edudalional Service Agencies

in working with school districts thas provided a useful opportunity to

explore a number of questiOnsaliout how external agencies can .promote,

knowledge use In this final section, we turn to the policy and research

.implications of our findings.

Policy Implications

J

Our findings offer a number of insights in the design problems of

combining enforcement and assistance strategiesrfor promoting school

1

S
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4,

. I

,

improvement._ The problems of employing an enforcement strategy are very

apparenl in our work. Firs t, enforcement leads to a backlash: It seems

..

unlikely that New Jersey's' monitoring system will continue in its Current.

.. - . '. i
1 ; ,.-. I

'- form for uch longer because - external ,pressdreS for local aptonoA>:. -,

.., .;;;

0 ;:-. .
s.-

'Second,
.
4.4 clear that,ple monitors, themselves dislike their role and,

.-
.1 .4.... , "

,,:,,

....:. '.

tma..
seek to expand *''redefine it so .that, it has a more :positive, aSsistance-

..,'.vv.
...

orientedcast. This predilection ralectS both personal, preferences and
.

recognition of the'likel&od of counter-inflvtnCe attempts: 11.

We have also'identified-sOMelf srthedifficulties
of gmbining certain

kinds of assistance.and enforcement in the same-positi The major caveat ,

)

, - . .. "

to opr conclusions' is that we, examined a situation where assistance arch`
- .,!` .A.: ("A-.

4, . . 44-' . ,

separatedenforcemeq .functions were r liy polic Still, it is difficult to

combine monitoring with actual training. When pressed, the people who say ,`

I

they combine-,the roles indedate that they rarelly, ngage in such activities

40'..

_

.

0

that characterize training -- including offering wofkshops, developing

materials, working

in those,fields. Even in:a weft- staffed system where distance is not a
. e

n curriculum concerns, and keeping up with information

'problem,
* the time requirements of monitoring seem to forc out extensive

A
. ,

,

"training efforts. Local educators also seem more willing to seek assts= -

,4
4,,

, -:
^0),,

tance from individuals who do not have monitoring responAbilities. Thus,*

to ensure that,4raining,is delivered, it is important tp dividemonitog

i .
(

and training functions .by putting themin separate agencies or at, least

.- .
I r A , , .,4 7 ,,

rentdiff oflices. Mn the other hand, 4 ds feasible for monitors to serve
,

. , / .

,- .

a liaison-function by hefpirig to identiTy,needs and resources and providing

/1 ,
.

...' .

.

information Qii upcoming mandates and changes in interpretation. `Without :r'

someone .else,prAidihg training assistance, however, the impact of sue

41. 26
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liaison
9work is likely to be modest. Moreover, the. political benefits of

treating good will with the targets of enforcement seem to be minimal.
of

Still, our data suggest that the best way to combine enforcement and

assistance is to develop a dual system where monitors concentrate on

enforcement issues and make referrals to trainers:

Research implicatigns
- . .

*Our' study has begun to explore the dynamics of the operation of

tcent 061-7i.e., state and federal--systems for prom
A
oting lot-al reform and

knowledge Use. owe\rer, it suggests a number of lines cif inquiry to be

pursued in the fturee!Including questions abou (1) why central decision-
.

kers make the deciSions they do when designing systems to impact local

se ce agencilZs, (3)"the dynamics of those systems, (3) how local profes-

sionals. espon to those systeMs, and (4) the tonsequenceg of the resulting

changes for ser ce delivery.

Studies such as this one indicate that the question of how to design

and implement a central system to impact on local- practice is quite 'corn=

plex: How do the decision makers involved decide what tftey, should be doing

and what is feasibre'under their particOder circumstances? One can imagine

that a variety'of economic, poliqcal,.and cultural factors come into play.

For instance, a number of 'observers live identified the state's political
(

culture--in particular it's tradition of interventionism or recognition of

locai.perogatives--as a major factor determining whether central agencies

will even contemplate efforts to regulate local,programp or 'offer improve-
.

merit- oriented assistance (Berke andlgoore, 1982; McLaughlin, 1981). The

national context is also undergoing a major change, not only with regard to



/

the levels of finding and the regulations governing programs in many areas,

but also in the nation's willingness to give high priority to social

programs. In addition to, these factors, the knowledge base that decision-

makers have about system design issues could affect the options they

(

consider. Thus, it would be useful to know what alternatives they believe

exist, which ones they see as technically feasible, and what they consider

to be relevant evidence for the utility of different options.

Another issue concerns the dynamics of the operation of systems for

affecting local practice. This study indicates some, of the difficulties in

combining training and enforcement in two state contexts. However, it

would be useful to examine how enfiiicement and assistance are combined in

other contexts--both other states and other program areas. - -to learn how

much the difficulties identified here are situation- specific and how much

they, are generic to the assistance and enforcement tasks.

A third question concerns th4 way in which local officials respond to

various combinations of enfotcement and assistance activities. It has been
4*

suggested that enforcement and assistance are mutually reinforcing; but

when enforcement becomes the motivating factor for school districts, it

-.could undercut assistance efforts, in at least three ways. First, it could

\create

1975).

an "opportunistic" demand for assistance (Berman and.14cLaughlin,

That is,.local officials could request assistance not to.Solve what

pey see as teal program'problems.but to indicate their willingness to

X

comply. Then, assistance might have more symbolic than substantive value.

It would nOt receive adquate.7administrative support, and the resulting

efforts to strengthen programs would suffer. Second, enfotcement efforts

Could Curtail the sor.; of risk--taking that is often a part of constructive

28
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change Giacpuinta, 1975). If there is a likelihood that extreme sanctions
a.

will be. applied quickly,_Aos9 educators may be unwilling or unable to

explore local conditions aneseek new understandings and action alterna-

tives. There is some evidence that this does happen when school districts- .

are under pressure to comply with court desegregation orders (Pauly, 1978).

Finally, too close an association between enforcers and helpers could

preclude the development'of a trust re ationship between locals and the

htlpers.

the fourth issue concerns the ultimate consequences of enforctment-
,

initiated knowledge use activities. The knowledge use we examine here is a

' -

benefit to professionals and' their organiiation. To what extent does such

.

knowledge trickle down to where it benefit's students? This is an extremely_

tdifficult issue because knowledge-uge proce'sses'are Complex, intermittent,,

stretched'ovfar long time periods, and indirect (Weiss, 1977). -ihe method:

ological problems of tracing out such impacts are severe (Fullan, 1980).

Still, this is a concern, that plagues pot just Anforcement-driven forts--

but. knowledge
9,

addre ss- it.

use prOgrams more geXnerallyaria efforts ar underway to

Supmary

This review,of the activities of field staff in three different kinds

of RESAs Ain two states suggests that those charged with enforcement respon-

sibility would like to provide such assistance themselves. There are',

important limitations, however, to the kinds of-as,t:tal6 they can pri)--.

, .

vide. THecan link. districts to sourcea of training,and specialiged
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assistance, but they cannot provide it themselves. ,In sum, it seems to be

useful to havd someone "wear the black hat,"but no one wants to do it..

-x-

r a

a
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FOOTNOTES

4*
1, The work up ich this publication is based was funded tby the

National Ins to of Education,. Department of Education. The

opinions expressed. in this publication do not necessarily reflect the
position of policy of the National Institute of Education, and no
official endor-sement by the National Institute of Education should be

interred. Our thanks to Dick Corbett and Karen Louis for provoking us

to write this article. Jerry Murphy and Karen Louis provided helpful
critiques to an earlier version of this paper..

.2. The main mission at RBS is to ". . . apply the latest results of
educational research and development in the improvement of elementary

and secodary schools . ..." within the geographical region. Since

pennsylvania and New ,jersey -are within our regional boundary, the

a agencies in those states were obvious candidates for this research
effort.

3. The County Office site selection was determined by our choice of EIC

sites. Once we had decided which EICsto visit, we chose to visit all
the County Offices in the two EIC regions.

4. An ortbogonal factor analysis with varimax rotation produced the three
clusters of activities which we have labeled expert/trainer, liaison,

monitor,. A technical 'discussion of the results may be found in

Firestone and Wilson, 1981. Briefly, our criterion for inclusion in a
factor was a loading of t.50 and with that in force we found that 8 of

Sur initial 11 activity items fell into one of.our three activity
clusters.

5. -Individual role scores were calculated by pumming, the items,which the
factor analysis suggested would cohere to form a single role. The

factor analysis indicated four items in the expertttrainer'category
shut upon closer examination we found that two of these items were the
least frequently mentioned of the eleVen we asked so-they were dropped

from subsequent analyses.

6.-\ One-way analyses of variance were .performed on each of the indices.
Results indicated that there were significant between- agency scores

.. for training and monitoring but not liaison. Thereforee it As
apprppriate to examine agency scores on the two*dimeasioni'of field
agent rdles as an indication' of the extent to which helping (training)
and enforcing.(monitoring) missions are carried out in practice.

7. These numbers refer to'specific interviews. The first two digits for

the field agent interviews (4). 21) represent an agency site. \Numbers

61-11 are from the Its in Pennsylvania, 12-13 are from EICs and 14-23
from County Offices In New Jersey.



We Aefined as a high scorer any person who scored in the top one-third

f the distribution for the activity. Note that.it is possible for a

field agent to core high on more than-one activity.

9. As described earlier, a high scoring person is one who scores in the

top one-third of that activity distribution. Any one field agent can

conceivably score thigh on anywherefrom none to all three of the

activities. The distributions from:our sample are presented in

'Table 1: The combined or mixed types are those who score high on more

than one activity.

w
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-table 1: Breakdown of Field gents.
by Activity Type

,

Activity Type
.

Monitor only

Trainer only

Liaison onl'sr

Monitor-Trainer

Konitor-Lialson.

Trainer-Liaisdh

Monitor-Trainer-Liaison

None

.. N-

19 14

17 - 13

13 '- -10

7 5

a 15 11

22, 17

1 1

39 '.29

. 133
1

100

a

.111.11I

1
There were five respondents who did not report sufficient data to be
included in this analysis.

t
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TABLE 2: Distribution of Mbnitors, Trainers and Monitor-Trainers (A)

Across Distinctive CCintextual Dimensions
1

4 4.

PURE
MONITORS 1 TRAINERS

04

../

A. Content Areas (2 who mention):

(1) Curriculum
14

(2) Legal Issues

B. Activities (% who'mentiOn):

(1) Workshops A

43 44

'

N'

77

1

88 /1

(2) Writing

-(3) Monitoring

C. Intensity of Contact

(1) Number of Long Term
Projects with LEAs

(2) Pct. of Time Spent
on Long Term Projects

D. Level of Contact in LEA
(% of time spent with):

(1) Teacher

E. Initiation of Contacts
(% of contacts initiated +10:

(1) LEA

I2Y State

F. Knowledge Sources (frequency of use):/

(1) Paper (e.g., books, articles)

(2) Institutional (e.g.,state and
federal agencies),

a

-1\).
0

rp

14: ,

29

1

88

77

A 1

86 1

81
24

2.3

A
4,4

10.7

11.6
gP

1

A

18,2

21

V I
26 30

1So

1

10.7

5:8

30

le

12.4

22

G.- Strategies for Creating an Interest and

for 'Delivering Services t% who mention):
y

(1) Expertise A
1

0 19

(2) Media
14 1

6,7

1 (

21.5

42

13

1

31

Categories' A, B, and G are taken froM our semi-structured interview data

while the balance are from the survey data. The rationale for including
these particular dimensions from the total of 32 was.statistical. We
computed a t-test for the survey items and -Chi squares for the interview
items. We only included those items in this table which showed signifi-
cantdifferenced at the .05 level between the two pure types.

2
The symbol (A) Indicates mean score for monitor-trainers.

59
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TABLE.3: Distribution of Liaisons; Monitors and Liaison-Monitors (A5'

Across Distinctive Contextual Dimensions "
f

r
.

Content Areas (% whwmention)r

(1) Administration

B. Activities (rwhO

(1) MonitOrrng

C. Intensity orContact

(1) 'Number of Long Term

Projects with LEAs

D. Level of Contact in
(no differences)

1.141"-

E. Initiation'of Contacts
(% of contacts-initiated b

'(1) RESA

(2) State

F.' Knowledge Sources

(1) Paper (e.g, books, articles)

(2) Institutional (e.g.,.state and
federal agencies)

G. Strategies
(no differefices)

1

PURE
MONITORS

-at

PURF .
CLIA*ONS.

I

A2 Alt .

I

0' 13 . 77
.

.

,

7 ''
4

.4

*81 8°

2.3.

1

25

38

I
10.7

5.8

1

A

29.

8

9.2

.,

,
. 1

i

2. 41
.1.

4
1.

26 .
.

- 10

A
12.4

Categorie's A, B, and G are.caken-fr9m our semi-structuredAiriterview data
while the balance are from the survey data. The rationale for including .

these _particular dimensions from the total-of-32 was-statistioal- We
computed a.t-test for the survey items and Chi squares for*the interview
items. We only.inblUded those items in this'table'which showed significant
differenc s at the .05 levelbetween the two pure types..

2 ""
The symbol (s). indicates 'mean tscor'e'''for monitor-trainers.

13.8

4
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